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Welcome to the Virtual Realm of Acceleration! 
 Acceleration! is the virtual game in which your Avatar belongs to one of two major Legions in this virtual 

realm, Avatars are assigned class designations based on their role and skill. As further proof of their class, they 

each have special abilities known as Accelerations. These Accelerations allow them to accelerate the processing 

power to perform incredible moves named after great legendary weapons. As King of your Legion, it is your duty 

to delete the enemy King Avatar for supreme control over all Legions. Can you lead your Avatars to supreme 
conquest? 

Contents 

1 Memory Board 

Per Legion:  
4 Avatar Pieces: King, Valkyrie, Spartan, Lancer 

4 D10 (HP Data)  

5 D6 (Attack Dice) 

Objective 
Delete the enemy King Piece.  

Set Up 

 Each player chooses a color Legion.  

 Each player rolls a D10; the player with the highest number goes first. 

 Each player places their King in their respective King Space. Then, the player who rolled highest, places 

one of their three Avatar pieces in any of their numbered spaces. Then, other player does the same. 

Repeat this step until all four Avatars are Allocated on the Memory board. (See Avatars for detailed 

information) 

 In the Memory board's HUD, each player, places all 4 HP Data dice next to the Avatar’s Icon located on 

the sides of the board, and set it to '0'. 

Key Terms 

Avatar Piece: One of the four Avatars in the game: King, Valkyrie, Lancer, And Spartan. 

Enemy Avatar Piece. One of your opponent’s Avatar Pieces.  

Legion. Avatars of the same color are part of the same Legion and are controlled by one player. 

HP Data Dice. A D10 is used to keep track of an Avatar's HP. It starts at '0' signifying 10 HP and then goes down to 
9, 8, etc. 

Memory. The name of the board’s game space. 

HUD. The space in the side of the board that contains the stats and icons of every Avatar. 

Allocation. An Avatar in the Memory board is considered an Allocated Avatar.  

Declaration. When an Avatar goes into its Action Phase, the HP Data Dice is moved to that Avatar’s Icon in the 
HUD.  The Avatar is then considered declared. This Avatar cannot be used again until the next Assault Phase Loop. 

(See Game play) 

Delete. When an Avatar receives damage and goes below 1 in their HP Data, that Avatar is deleted and removed 
from the Memory board. (See Deletion) 

Reallocate. If an Avatar’s Acceleration allows it, a deleted Avatar may return to the Memory Board and be 

Reallocated in one of the Numbered Spaces. (See Reallocation) 

Standby. When a Declared Avatar’s HP Data Dice or Piece is moved to its icon on the HUD, it is on Standby.  
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Acceleration. When an Avatar uses one of his Offensive or Defensive Accelerations, it is considered Accelerated.  

Offensive Acceleration. An Acceleration that can be used prior to an Avatar's Attack Phase. 

Defensive Acceleration. An Acceleration that is always active. If the conditions are met then its effect takes 

place.  

Walls. Solid Black or Red lines are considered walls. Avatars cannot attack an enemy Avatar if there is a wall in 

their line of sight or move through Walls, unless specified by an Acceleration. 

Line of Sight. When attacking, an enemy avatar must make a straight line in one of the six directions of the 

hexagonal space it’s standing on.   

Numbered Spaces. These are the spaces in the Memory board with a 1, 2, or 3, of the color of its Legion.  

King Space. A space in the Memory board with a 'K' in the color of its Legion.   

Game play 

The player who rolled the highest, starts the first Assault Phase. 

Assault Phase Loop 

An Assault Phase Loop consists of a player Declaring all of their Avatars. Players alternate turns declaring their 

Avatars. 

At the beginning of the Assault Phase Loop, set all Avatars to Standby. If any Avatar’s Acceleration allows it, 

Reallocate it to any Numbered Space of your Legion. (See Reallocation) Now, pick any Avatar and Declare them for 

this turn. If your Avatar is Allocated on the Memory board, begin their Action Phase. If an Avatar is deleted, 

Declare that Avatar to pass that Avatar’s Action Phase.  

Once all Avatars have been Declared in your Legion, your Assault Phase Loop is over. 

 Action Phase 

1. Move your Avatar up to the amount of spaces determined by that Avatar's Movement. You cannot move 

through walls, or a space that is occupied by an Enemy Avatar piece. Two or more Avatars cannot 

occupy the same space at the same time. You may move through your Avatar Pieces. 

2. If that Avatar lands on a Dash, 2-Wat Teleport, Royal Teleport, or Heal Space, apply its effect, (See About 
Special Spaces) 

3. If the conditions are met, and if the player chooses, use that Avatar’s Offensive Acceleration. 

4. At the end of your Action Phase, and if within range and sight, attack an Enemy Avatar piece. This starts 

the Attack Phase. Otherwise it’s your Opponent’s turn. 

 

 Attack Phase 

1. To determine if an Enemy Avatar is within range, count how many spaces the Enemy Avatar piece is 

away from your Avatar. For Example, an Enemy Avatar adjacent is at range 1. Attacks are only done in 

straight lines, along one of the six directions. 

2. If an Offensive Acceleration was used, apply its effects. //Note: If this step deletes your Avatar, first do 

step three before deleting. 
3. Roll number of Attack Dice equal to that Avatar’s Hit stat; this is known as an Attack Roll. For every die 

that is greater than the Enemy Avatar’s Evasion, do damage equal to your Avatar’s Power.  

4. If the Enemy Avatar’s HP goes below zero, then that Avatar is deleted. (See Deletion)  

5. After the Attack is over, it is your Opponent’s turn.  

Keeping track of HP  

When receiving damage in an Attack Phase, update the HP Data dice corresponding to the number. If it goes below 
one, then that Avatar is Deleted. (See Deletion)  

Deletion 

When an Avatar is deleted, remove it from the Memory Board and replace it with the HP Data Dice. Only under 
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certain conditions can a deleted Avatar be Reallocated into the Memory board (See Reallocation). If an Avatar’s 

Offensive Acceleration causes it to be deleted, first follow step 3 of the Attack Phase before proceeding to delete 

it.  
A deleted Avatar’s Defensive Acceleration is still active if applicable.  

Reallocation 

When an Avatar has been Deleted; it can be Allocated back into the Memory board through the effects of certain 

Defensive Accelerations. If these conditions are met, at the beginning of a player’s Assault Phase, that Deleted 

Avatar is placed in one of the Numbered Spaces of their Legion and the HP Data Dice is set back in the HUD in 

Standby with 10 HP, unless otherwise stated.  

About Special Spaces 

Other than the Numbered Spaces and the King Space, there are 5 Special Spaces in the Memory board with unique 

effects. 

Healing Spaces  

These are green spaces with a “+” symbol. If the King is standing on a Healing Space, increase his HP by 1 at the 

end of his Action Phase. This space cannot make the King’s HP exceed his 10 HP limit.  

Dash & Landing Spaces  

These are the orange spaces with an arrow on them. If an Avatar lands on one of these spaces, they must move to 

the next space where the arrow points to, until it reaches a Landing Space. Landing Spaces are the orange circles 

on the Memory board. If there is an Avatar on a Landing Space, then stop on the arrow previous to it. Using these 

does not count towards that Avatar’s movement for their Action Phase. 

2 Way Teleport  

These are the black or red spaces with two arrows. When an Avatar lands on one of these, move that Avatar to 

another 2 Way Teleport space of the same color.   

Royal Teleport  

These are black or red spaces with an arrow pointing to a ‘K’. These can only be used by the King of the same 

color as the space. When a King lands on this space, move him to his King Space.  

Avatars 

These are unique characters that each Legion has. Each one with unique stats and Accelerations that make them 

ideal under different situations. 

King  
As the leader of the Legion, this Avatar has the strongest Acceleration. However since deletion of this Avatar 

means defeat, it tends to stay in the back of the battle lines.  

This Avatar is the only one who can use the Royal Teleport with a ‘K’ of its color and Healing spaces. (See About 
Special Space) 
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King HP 10 

Movement 5 Evasion 4 Range 3 Hit 3 Power 2 

Offensive Acceleration Excalibur 

If any of your Avatar is deleted, King's Power = 4 

Defensive Acceleration Noble Sacrifice 

When receiving an Enemy Attack, if Valkyrie is within movements of 6, even through 

Walls, switch spaces with her before the attack. For this Enemy Attack, Valkyrie's 

Evasion = 1 

 

Valkyrie  
A faithful and loyal servant Avatar whose job is to keep the King safe. Her Accelerations are defensive in nature. 

Valkyrie HP 10 

Movement 9 Evasion 3 Range 5 Hit 2 Power 2 

Offensive Acceleration Ragnarok 

If King is within 8 spaces and an Enemy Avatar is within range, instead of Attacking, 

move that Avatar to a Numbered Space of their Legion. 

Defensive Acceleration Angelic Shield 

If Valkyrie is deleted, Lancer & Spartan's Evasion = 4 

Lancer  

A chivalrous Avatar who’s Acceleration makes him the most accurate fighter in the game.   

Lancer HP 10 

Movement 7 Evasion 3 Range 6 Hit 2 Power 3 

Offensive Acceleration Gae Bolg 

Hit = 1, Power = 4 & Add 2 for this Attack Roll 

Defensive Acceleration Chivalry 

If Lancer is Deleted, roll a D6. If it is higher than 3, Reallocate a deleted Valkyrie at 

the beginning of your next Assault Phase Loop. 

Spartan  

All this Avatar knows is how to fight. His Accelerations make him the most persistent fighter in the game. 
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Spartan HP 10 

Movement 7 Evasion 3 Range 4 Hit 4 Power 2 

Offensive Acceleration Harpe 

Take 4 HP of Damage, Hit = 5 

Defensive Acceleration Nemesis 

If this Avatar is Deleted, it Reallocates at the beginning of the next Assault Phase 

with HP = 4.   

How to Win  

If an Avatar deletes the Enemy King then that player is declared the new Legion leader and wins.  
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